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I. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid development of renewable generation boosted the need for efficient, cheap, and robust 

converters that would interface them to the grid, without compromising the quality of supply for the end user. 

Most renewables provide ADC source of electric power, thus proper interfacing to the grid requires at least an 

inverter. Often, due to the low voltage acquired from sources such as domestic wind turbines, solar arrays or fuel 

cells, a boost converter or/and a transformer (if isolation is required) is added at the dc or ac side, respectively, in 

order to boost the voltage to the appropriate level [99].   

Electrical vitality/power is a key element for the modern and all-round advancement of any nation as 

currently without electricity, the whole world will be in dark & the country’s economy falls down drastically as 

every working device in the universe requires electricity. Hat’s off to Thomas Alva Edison, Benjamin Franklin, 

who invented this great wonder, which is of great importance today. The ideal usage of this type of 

vitality/energy can be guaranteed by a quality electrical power with no intrusion. The circumstance with power is 

comparative, the unwavering quality of the supply must be known and the versatility of the procedure to varieties 

must be caught on [1] – [99]. 

The most common type of commercial inverter used for this kind of applications is a variation of 

sinusoidal pulse width modulation full-bridge inverter. The simplicity of the design provides robust operation and 

simple control, but the harmonic content of the output requires a low-pass filter to comply with the standards. 

Two disadvantages of this application are the increased size and cost due to the filter and the losses of the 

semiconducting switches performing the inverting operation at the inverter bridge (four) and the boost converter 

(one).  Several PWM methods have been developed in order to reduce the harmonic content. Selective harmonic 

elimination solves the transcendental equations characterizing harmonics, so that appropriate switching angles are 

computed for the elimination of specific harmonics at the output [99].  

Theoretically, these methods can provide a satisfying harmonic content. However, the solution of these 

equations is computationally intensive, thus, quite difficult to be done online. In small-scale applications, where 

powerful digital signal processors (DSPs) are not currently an option due to their higher cost, either switching 

angles are calculated offline, or the equations are linearized before they are solved or an approximate solution is 

sought where the topology permits it [99].  

Other methods include modification of the carrier signal or the reference sine wave. All of them though, 

are open-loop control schemes, which assume a known and perfectly constant dc source (i.e., harmonics induced 

to the grid by an inductive source are ignored) and ignore the existing harmonic content of the grid voltage or the 

distortion caused by the load. In simple terms, they aim to reduce the harmonics created by the PWM itself, 

rather than improve the harmonic content at the terminal bus, which is affected by the PWM only partially [99]. 

Our innovative world has turned out to be profoundly reliant upon the ceaseless accessibility of 

electrical force/energy. Business control, i.e., power available commercially is truly empowering the today's 
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current world to work at its bustling pace. Modern innovation has come too profoundly into our homes and 

professions, and with the coming of e-trade & commerce is constantly changing the way we interface with 

whatever is left of world. Electric vitality is a fundamental element for the modern and all-round advancement of 

any nation. The ideal use of this type of vitality/power can be guaranteed by a quality force/energy/power. The 

circumstance with power is comparative, the unwavering quality of the supply must be known and the flexibility 

of the procedure to varieties must be caught on immediately [1]-[10]. 

As a general rule, obviously, power is altogether different from some other item - it is created a long 

way from the purpose of utilization and is nourished to the framework together with the yield of numerous 

different generators and lands at the purpose of utilization through a few transformers and numerous kilometers 

of overhead and conceivably underground cables.  Where the electrical business factories has been privatized, 

these system resources will be possessed, overseen and kept up by various distinctive associations or companies.  

Guaranteeing the nature of conveyed force/power at the purpose of utilization is no simple task undertaking and it 

is extremely unlikely that sub-standard power can be pulled back from the store network or rejected by the 

client/end-utilizer [11]-[20]. 

Harmonic spikes have various undesirable consequences for the appropriation framework of the 

electrical distribution networks. 2 types are there, viz., : short & long term effects. Short impacts are generally the 

most recognizable and are identified with over the top over voltage mutilation.  Then again, long haul (term) 

impacts frequently go undetected and are normally identified with expanded resistive loss or voltage stress 

likewise, the consonant streams created by non-straight loads can associate antagonistically with an extensive 

variety of influence framework gear (electrical power equipments), most strikingly capacitors, transformers, and 

engines, generators, bringing on extra loss, overheating, and over-burdening.  Interference with telephone cables, 

lines will be caused by the development of these harmonic currents. In light of the antagonistic impacts that these 

harmonic surges have on P Q, standards have been created to characterize a sensible structure for control of 

harmonic surges. Its goal is to guarantee consistent state harmonic limits that are worthy considered by both 

electric utilities and their clients. [21]-[30]. 

Distortion of harmonics in power/force appropriation system can be stifled utilizing 2 methodologies in 

particular, latent/passive and dynamic/active fueling. The passive type of sifting/filter is the least difficult 

traditional answer for alleviate the mutation in harmonics. Even basically, the utilization of detached components 

does not generally react accurately to the progression of the electrical energy transmission frameworks.  

Throughout the years, these detached passive channels have created to the abnormal state of modernity. Some 

even tuned to sidestep or bypass the particular consonant frequencies [31] - [40].  

Harmonics are v and i frequency components which are embedded on the crest level of the normal sine 

v&i.  The symphonious distortion in waveform issues are for the most part because of the significant increment 

of non-straight loads because of innovative advances, for example, the utilization of force electronic circuits and 

gadgets, in air conditioning/dc transmission connections, or burdens in the control of force frameworks utilizing 

power electronic or microchip controllers. Harmonic sources are categorized into 3 types of loads, viz., [41]-[50]: 

• House-hold load 

• Industry load 

• Controlling device 

 

Any power circulation circuit serving present day electronic gadgets will possess some level of 

symphonious frequencies.  The surge v&i don't generally bring about issues, yet the more prominent the electrical 

energy or power is drawn by these advanced gadgets or other non-straight loads, the more prominent is the level 

of voltage mutilation.  There are a number of problems which are related to the harmonic generation, they include 

the following [51]-[60] : 

• Equipment mal-functioning. 

• Sudden tripping of the breakers. 

• Sudden on & off of the lights. 

• Large neutral i. 

• Conductors in the phase, loads, transformer getting heated,  

• U P S suddenly getting failed,  

• Transformer suddenly getting failed,  

• less power factor. 

• Voltage & current surges 

• Capacity of the system getting reduced [61]-[70]. 

 

How to prevent the harmonics ? The efficient method is to choose a device and have good installation 

practice which will definitely reduce the overall harmonic contents in the device or circuit or equipment or in a 

part of the network.  On the off chance that the issues can't be illuminated by these basic measures, there are 2 
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fundamental decisions, viz., to fortify the dissemination framework to withstand v or i surges or to introduce the 

gadget to constrict or evacuate the harmonics.  Procedures for lessening v or i surges, from shabby to more costly, 

incorporate latent symphonious channels, confinement transformers, consonant moderating transformers, the 

Harmonic Suppression Network (HSN) and dynamic channel filtering mechanisms [71]-[80]. 

The harmonic effect in the system’s v or i is always decided in terms of the T H D, factor, high & low 

level harmonic contents. In general, any industry application ask for the load v & I be free of harmonics or at the 

most < 5 % of harmonics.  Majority of the literatures after going through them shows that a number of 

methodologies have been found out to lessen the T H D [81]-[90].  

There are assortments of building arrangements accessible to dispose of or diminish the impact of 

supply quality issues and it is exceptionally dynamic zone of advancement and improvement. In that capacity, 

clients should know about scope of arrangements accessible and the relative merits and expenses. A portion of 

the vital techniques to minimize sounds/surges in v&i’s are [91]-[99] 

• filter which is passive in nature,  

• filter which is active nature,  

• separation transformer,  

• surge reducing transformer,  

• surge suppression system, etc…  

 

The flow of the research work is developed one after another as shown below. A background 

introduction w.r.t. the work done in this paper was presented in the introductory section in sec. 1.  Methodology 

is explained in sec. 2. An overview of the experimental approach developed is given in sec. 3, followed by the 

description of the circuit in sec. 4 & the process of operation in sec. 5. The sec. 6 gives a photographic view of 

the experimentation process. Results are presented in sec. 7 followed by the conclusions & the advantages in sec. 

8. This is followed by a large number of references used in the development of this paper.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY USED FOR HARMONIC REDUCTIONUSING A LABORATORY 

HARDWARE SET-UP 
In this section, a DC choke (a combination of small value of R and high value of L, i.e., similar to a 

tube light choke) is being used in the circuit for the removal of the harmonics present in the input signal.  Also, 

the hardware implementation of the same is dealt with in this section.  

 

III. OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTAL    SET-UP 
In many ways, the DC choke is comparable to an equivalent AC-side line reactor, although the 

percentage of Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is somewhat less.   The DC choke provides a greater harmonic 

reduction, primarily uptil the 25
th

 harmonics (in our case considered). On higher order harmonics reduction, the 

line reactor is superior, so in terms of meeting the IEEE guidelines, the DC choke and line reactors are almost 

similar, hence a L-filter would suffice our work. If a DC choke (or line reactor) is applied on all AFDs, it is 

possible to meet IEEE guidelines, where up to 15 - 40 % of the system loads are AFDs, depending on the 

stiffness of the line, the amount of linear loads, and the value of choke inductance.  

 

IV. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
A series inductance (choke) on the later DC side of the semiconductor bridge circuit (6 diodes) on the 

front end of the AFD can be designed in such a way that majority of the harmonic components can be 

eliminated. The output of the designed choke circuit is connected to a 3-phase inductive load through a full 

bidirection bridge switching circuit.  Power electronics kits are being used to rig up the designed circuitries and 

operate it such a way that harmonics are reduced by proper tuning of the respective circuit elements in order to 

obtain the output supply to be free of harmonic contents.  Bread boards / spring boards, resistors, inductors, 

capacitors, thyristors bridges, diodes, DSO’s, sources, oscilloscopes, multimeters, power supplies, connecting 

wires, etc are being used in this context of conducting the experimentation & observing the results.   

 

V. PROCESS OF OPERATION 
The i/p ac waveform is given from the supply (waveform). The diode bridge rectifier is used as a dc 

link which converts ac to dc.  The choke  eliminates the harmonics & smoothenes the ripples, whereas the the 

capacitor stordes DC & converts to AC.  The o/p of diode-pure DC (with small ripples). This is given to the bi-

directional switches.  Then, the bidirectional switches converts the DC to the smooth AC.  Note that in this case, 

when the 3- inductive load is switched on, harmonics are generated in the output wave form (red color) w/o 

the choke &  with the choke, the harmonics are reduced & we get a smoothened waveform with the help of the 

bi-directional switches used after the choke.  
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Fig 1: Schematic circuit for harmonic suppression using choke (DC reactor) 

 

VI. PHOTOGRAPHIC VIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTATION 
The photographic view of the experimental work done in the laboratory with respect to the works 

carried out in this paper are shown in this section.  

 

 
Fig 2: Pictorial  view of experimental setup-1 

 

   
Fig 3: Pictorial view of experimental setup-2& 3 

   
Fig 4: Pictorial view of experimental setup-4& 5 
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Fig 5: Pictorial view of experimental setup-6 

 

VII. OBSERVATIONS ON THE O/P WAVEFORMS / EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The designed circuit was tested in the laboratory and the outputs were observed after the inductive load 

is switched on & off as a result of which harmonics are generated in the input side of the power supply.  Pure 

sinusoidal waveform after the harmonic removal and the harmonic contents generated in the waveform due to 

switching could be observed on the scopes. Once the choke is incorporated in line with the output load side, the 

effects of harmonics are nullified and we get a smooth waveform with less harmonic contents thus maintaining 

the power quality, safeguarding the equipment from damages. By tuning the choke properly, the designed 

circuit was able to eliminate harmonics upto the 25
th

 order using the hardware circuitry (maxm. possible), which 

is shown in the oscilloscope results.   

 

  
Fig 6: Display of simulated output and distorted waveforms due to switching of the inductive load after the 

compensation of the 7
th

harmonic 

 
VIII. CONCLUSION & ADVANTAGES 

From this experimental setup and also by the use of a choke filter, harmonics upto the maximum order 

could be eliminated by proper tuning the circuitries.  In this work, it has to be noted that more than 7
th

 harmonic 

the effect is very less.  The main advantages of the DC choke used are …. 

• Packaged integrally to the AFD. 

• Can provide moderate reduction in voltage and current harmonics. 

• Less voltage drop than an equivalent line reactor. 

 

A simple experiment was conducted in the laboratory for the reduction of harmonics and to improve 

the power quality.  It can be observed from the waveforms that w/o the DC-choke filter, the output waveforms 

are with harmonics & with the incorporation of the DC-choke filter, the output waveforms are free w/o 

harmonics.  The experimental results show the effectiveness of the experimental method done in the laboratory.   
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